
Workplace Consultant Group 
Revolutionalizes Global 

Training Products

CASE STUDY SNAPSHOT

SpokenHere Communications, LLC helps clients communicate with the world with more reliable, 
meaningful conversations. Our translation services cover a vast array of languages, and we help 
companies competing in the global sector connect with customers around the world. From the 
written word to spoken translations, SpokenHere supports more than 150 languages, including the 
obscure and exotic.

BUSINESS NEEDS

Humantech needed accurate, reliable translation for their e-courses and online software programs. They 
wanted a company that would work as their partner in an ongoing translation effort, rather than a one-time 
project.

SOLUTION

With translation services from SpokenHere, Humantech could streamline translations and meet the demands 
of their global customers.

Company 
Name:

Industry:
Office/Industrial 

Ergonomics, 
Software as a 

Service, Workplace 
Consulting

Country:
United States

Employees:
50

Website:
humantech.com
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BENEFITS to
HUMANTECH

SOLUTIONS AT A GLANCE

Translations for courses and software solutions that help put organizations on a path to better ergonomics and 
workplace safety. 

MEET HUMANTECH

Humantech has approximately 50 employees. Established nearly 40 years ago, the company carries an impressive 
tally of over 500 clients in the United States. They offer workplace improvement consulting to some of the largest 
brands in the country. Just a few of the company’s notable clients include Coca-Cola, Kellogg’s, Goodyear, Toyota, 
BP, and Tyson Foods.. 

Humantech’s training programs help clients understand the basics of ergonomics, how to conduct ergonomics 
assessments using the company’s software-as-a-service solutions The Humantech System® and Ergopoint®, and 
how to manage the ergonomics improvement process. The company describes itself as a forward-thinking organiza-
tion. “We are always trying to improve and find ways to simplify our processes,” says Brigitte Cahill, Senior Course 
Developer at Humantech.

Delivering valuable content to customers includes providing products in languages spoken by clients’ local employ-
ees. To bridge the gap between domestic companies and their foreign subsidiaries, Humantech needed to translate 
their software, courses and supporting documents with ease and superior accuracy. 

THE SEARCH FOR QUALITY, RELIABLE HELP

Humantech wanted to invest in a translation service and maximize the potential of that investment. They needed 
services that were quick and accurate, regardless of the content size. Initially, they were unable to deliver accurate 
forecasts for project completion dates. Humantech sought a partnership-type relationship with a company that 
could handle their translation requests with accuracy and dependability. They involved several key members when 
choosing their translation service, including the company’s vice president, IT manager, product manager, and course 
developer.

Humantech knew they needed a business that met specific criteria for such a partnership:

Fast turn-around to meet 
deadlines set by project 
managers

Revenue growth due to new 
subscriptions and renewals

Streamlined translation 
process
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Complete, 
Ongoing Solution 

Multiple  
Languages High Volume Consistency

Trusted
Vendor



BUILDING A PARTNERSHIP

How SpokenHere Streamlined Translations for Better Course Development and Delivery

Humantech and SpokenHere have maintained a five-year partnership. Humantech’s courseware development team 
and IT professionals use SpokenHere’s services to deliver products to their customers in many different languages. 

What Was It Like for Humantech to Start Up with SpokenHere?

Over the course of several preliminary meetings, Humantech established their expectations with SpokenHere. 
SpokenHere has translated the company’s software-as-a-service solution, The Humantech System, into 16 languag-
es. The accompanying e-learning courses have been translated into six languages, including Japanese.

As in any initial partnership, there were a few challenges. According to Cahill, “…the software translation has gone 
smoothly, but the e-learning has occasionally been a challenge.” They had a few bumps and misunderstandings on 
both sides, but worked together to help establish a solid translation process. It took a few projects to create an 
optimized process, but now, the translations are quick, easy, and affordable. 

“The organization had to be able to translate software/materials into just about any language our 
clients might request, and we anticipated longer-term, ongoing requirements for additional languages 
as the software and e-learning evolved. We looked for the ability to establish a process to support a 
continuing working relationship, reliability, availability, accuracy, good communication ability, and good 
pricing.”    
-Brigitte Cahill, Senior Course Developer at Humantech

THE RESULTS

Cahill says that she enjoys SpokenHere’s reliability and timely communication. She appreciates the prompt delivery 
of projects and consistency with deadlines. 

Translation remains a critical component for Humantech. They plan to overhaul their e-courses later in 2017. After 
working with SpokenHere for five years, Humantech reports: revenue growth, higher subscriptions and 
renewals of products and excellent return on the investment. 

Since content has repeated phrases and words, SpokenHere offers discounts for previously translated phrases, 
saving Humantech even more money. Cahill says her company plans to continue using SpokenHere’s services, 
because “I think everyone we have dealt with is friendly, responsive, reasonable, knowledgeable, and helpful. I 
never send an email and wonder if I’m going to get a response.” With the results they have achieved from 
SpokenHere, there is no need for other translation services. Our team is excited to take on new projects.
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Humantech is confident that SpokenHere can accompany them into the future because SpokenHere has handled 
each project with ease thus far. Cahill notes that there will be a few challenges for 2018: technology trends, 
developing and sustaining e-learning storylines and meeting language demands.

As Humantech begins to revamp its e-learning modules, planning for modernizing, streamlining—and translating 
them—has already begun. The new modules will be easier to maintain and suitable for use on multiple devices, 
making them more relevant in the present global market. 

WHAT’S NEXT FOR HUMANTECH?

At SpokenHere, we feel that language should never be a barrier to excellent products or services. Our deepest 
thanks to Humantech for allowing us to assess them, and of course, for choosing SpokenHere for their translation 
needs.

We offer translations for today’s global marketplace and our team of exceptional humans thrives on 
personal interactions and communications. With our translation management software, we have helped companies 
just like Humantech bring the solutions they need to their growing customer base – no matter how far that 
customer base extends.

SPOKENHERE OFFERS SUPERIOR TRANSLATION FOR
TODAY’S GLOBAL MARKETPLACE 

Explore the translation services and put 
SpokenHere’s technology to work today by 

requesting a proposal for your project. 
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